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When beautifying and
protecting soundwalL..

Pigmented, VOC compliant acrylic stains to provide an
attractive, uniform color and water repellent protection.
Aesthetically pleasing - anti graffiti properties.
Specify Cementrate or Cementrate WB.

Graffiti resistant, pigmented coatings protect soundwalls from
vandalism.
Specify Graffitlguard 2.

The Preco Precast Division offers enhanced technicalsupport to all of our
customers. Free on-site seminars are also available on concrete coating
technology. Call or write today for more information on how we can help you
on your next soundwall project. &A8URM~C0~~C0~NV

Sound absorptive highway noise barriers are becoming specified
more and more. To significantly improve the appearance and
durability of these structures, more specifiers are relying on
Fosroc for:

Also a wide range of sealers/coatings available:

• EA-Sealer high solids, non-yellowing wet look acrylic sealer. Solvent
and VOC compliant. Also available in low lustre finish.

I Exposed aggregate retarders create uniform etch reveals on
soundwall. Preco retarders are more economical, cleaner and less
complicated than acid etching orsandblasting.

Fosroc Inc.
Preco Precast Division

150 Carley Court
Georgetown, KY 40324
Tel 800-645-1258
Fax 502-863-4010
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Get Serious, El
All of my education and training has

been in architecture, engineering and
construction, which was engendered
by my father’s desire that I become a
mining engineer, since I was raised in
the lead belt of Missouri. At 17, I was at
the University of Missouri at Columbia
matriculating in chemical engineering,
when I turned 1 8 and Uncle Sam took
possession of my body.

Two and a half years later, I came
back from WWII in Germany and went
back to Columbia to resume my engi-
neering studies. However, the old zest
for the quest for knowledge had given
way to some weird, puckish inside per-
sona thatwanted fun and games and let
the devil take the hindmost.

For the past 50 (believe it) years, I
have struggled with this schizophrenia
as I have endeavored to sublimate the
evil persona and make my mark in the
professional world of engineering and
construction.

For the most part, I have succeeded.
However, like Amadeus Mozart, on
occasion I may cast off my sober and
professional real-world persona and sud-
denly burst into giggles or insane com-
edy. You will have to understand this
when I may occasionally write a col-
umn of whimsey, nonsense or other
pure fabrication. It is my pressure
release valve opening.

Now, I am Serious
In Rudy Hendrik’s ‘opinion’ article

which begins on page 8 of this issue, he
is responding to something I wrote in
this column in Issue No. 18, which I
reprint:

“What I am missing in this journal
are the experts’ opinions. There
are ques tions to be answered.
Examples:
1. Is there an implicit advantage for
sound-absorptive surfaces on any
wall?
2. Is there any real significance in a
very high NRC rating?
3. Should there be an aesthetic height
limitation on roadside noise barriers?
4. What is government’s position on
use of recycled materials in noise
barriers?”

What I had most
hoped to achieve
with these questions
was to motivate
more interaction
between and among
readers rather than
simply printing pro-
ject reports and the like. I always felt
that you could learn a lot more from
debates or exchanges of opinions than
from prepared statements.

Rudy has made an absolutely
remarkable response to my question
No. 1. It is well written, replete with
factual data, and thorough in scope.
Thanks very much, Rudy (see his
reward on page 20).

Now, I personally could take issue
with some of his comments, but they
are not of an argumentative nature, but
more territorial in content. Rudy’s
knowledge of the subject would seem
to be unimpeachable to me. However,
I am not allowed to enter this interac-
tion (house rules).

But I am certain some of our readers
may wish to join in. And, if so, we all
shall have the benefit of expanded
knowledge on the subject, as it may
apply to the national market for noise
barriers.

On Question No. 2, we have on
page 11 an opinion on “very high NRC”
by a newcomer to The Journal, Edward
P. McNair. It will be very interesting to
see what responses we get to this.

All responses will be published, pro-
vided they fit within our space. You
may look at Edward McNair’s opinion
as a ‘short’ one and Rudy’s as a ‘long’
one; we can fit these in very nicely. Do
not submit books or manuscripts. It is
not necessary to send your material on
computer disk; a clean laser printout is
perfect (we scan them directly into our
computer).

Gregg Fleming, the new Chairman of
TRB Al F04 Committee, has offered to
encourage more of the committee
members to submit material to us. We
may have to expand the old Wall Jour-
nal to a much bigger publication.

I love it. I
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r NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT
PRESS RELEASE
For ImmediateRelease
Morristown,NewJersey

On November 28, 1995, Edward P. McNair of Mor-
ristown, N.J. was awarded a patent for “Sound Barrier With
Oblique Faces”. Tilted barrier faces are equally effec-
tive as sound absorptive faces in reducing “Barrier Insertion
Loss Degradation” from multiple reflections between
parallel barriers, according to a 1994 FHA report.

Low Cost
The barriers are comprised of vertical panels that are

constructed to be interchangeable with the conventional
vertical panels. On the highway side of the new barriers
there are tiers of wedges giving the surfaces of the walls the
appearance of large clapboards or shingles. “They combine
the performance of tilted walls with the cost and ease of
assembly of ordinary vertical walls”, said McNair.

Easy to Construct
The fabrication and installation of the panels is as easy as

for conventional barriers. For example, in concrete, the
panels are made with a single pour, either in a horizontal
mold with a raked finish on the back, or a vertical mold
for a cast finish on the back. They can be designed to fit
tongue and groove into vertical H columns.

License for “In House”
The facade can be made of wood, metal, plastic, or any

type of concrete. McNair will license the design to qual-
ified contractors that have built conventional barriers of
these materials so that they can meet the criteria that many
states now have for parallel barriers. The design is cur-
rently available as an option with the MONO~WALLTMand
TRENWATM barrier systems.

Edward P McNair
59 Chimney Ridge Drive

Morristown, NJ 07960

Acoustical Principle
The 1994 FHA report “Performance Evaluation of

Experimental Highway Noise Barriers” states that “Tilting
the barriers outward (away from the roadway) was equally
effective (when compared with the application of acousti-
cally absorptive treatment) at eliminating the multiple reflec-
tions”.

Lord Rayleigh determined that for reflecting any fre-
quency of sound, the effective area of a surface equalled its
actual area if the wavelength was no larger than the cir-
cumference of the surface. Thus a surface with a height of
two feet can aim the reflection of any sound down to 1 80 Hz
and one with a height of three feet can aim frequencies
down to 120 Hz.

Typical Dimensions
The surface of each wedge has a height of from two to

three feet and has a 6:1 incline, which is a tilt of 9.6 degrees.
A two foot wedge would have a base of four inches, a three
foot one a base of six inches. Assuming that the back wall
was four inches thick, a concrete barrier with the two-foot
faces would weigh the same as a vertical faced concrete bar-
rier six inches thick; with three-foot faces it would weigh
the same as a seven inch thick barrier.

Pleasing Appearance
Upon viewing models of the new walls, many people

commented that the clapboard and shingles gave less of
a “walled in” appearance than straight vertical walls. Their
appearance can be further enhanced with textured surfaces.
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NewJerseyInventor Receives Patent
for Vertical Barrier With Tilted Faces

The scale models shown in the
photographs are 1:12 representa-
tions of a ‘clapboard’ texture in
the left photo, and a ‘shingle’ tex-

ture in the right photo. At full size
as highway noise barriers, these

panels would measure 20’ x 20’,
with each ‘clapboard’ being 24”
wide and each ‘shingle’ bein8 24”

For further information, con-
square.

tact:
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Choose from April or October week-long sessions at the University of Louisville’s
Shelby Campus, featuring state-of-the-art computers and economical campus

housing.
Benefit from the expertise of Drs. Lou Cohn and Al Harris, leading professionals
who have trained over 500 highway noise specialists, including representatives

from over 30 state highway departments.

~ Learn from the latest developments in noise analysis, barrier design, and noise
prediction software through curriculum designed to suit both beginning and

experienced students.

~ Useand receiveNOISE,thepowerful, menu-driven software package with
analysis capabilities not found in any other package. Over40 states are

currently using this software that features:
*- enhanced FHWA STAMINA 2.0 with proven accuracy and the ability to

generate Leq contours;

-iØ.- enhanced FHWA OPTIMA, a menu-driven program
that eliminates the need for awkward EtC
analysis, shows results immediately on a split “Excellent course!
screen, and maintains user cost data; I can’t wait to use what

i~- AutoBar and CHINA, fully automated barrier
design programs; save me a lot of time.”

*- REBAR, the most accurate parallel barrier .-c,a~gHuntfeY.
analysis program available; GSSYSte~

i’.- HICNOM—for construction noise prediction; Assoc~ate5

*- LOS, which calculates line-of-sight break points for
all barrier segments;

~.- PLUS fully operational MicroStation and AutoCAD interface programs to
create/edit STAMINA input files from roadway design files or to digitize
from plan sheets (provided to participants at no additional costs)

~ BONUSl
ALL software will be mailed immediately upon receipt of your paid registration.

YOUR ATTENTION. PLEASE

The U.S. Postal Service has installed all new mail boxes in the Lehigh
Acres Office. That’s the good news. The bad news is that we now have a
new box number — 1389.
At about the same time, AT&T gave us a brand new area code — 941.
All of this just after we bought new stationery.
Please make a note:

RO. Box No. 1389, Lehigh Acres, FL 33970-1389
Telephone 941 369-0178 Fax 941 369-0451

Sound and Vilration

FOR RENT
OR LEASE

Instrumentation
~-rvw

To help you meet today’s capital-
spending constraints, we will work with
you on whatever it takes—Rental, Lease
or Lease Purchase — to get you the
equipment you need.

From single instruments to com-
plete systems, we offer Outdoor Noise
Monitors, SLMs, FFTs, Dosimeters,
RTAs, Tapping Machines, Reference
Sound Sources, DAT Recorders, Mul-
tiplexers, Human-Body Vibration Ana-
lyzers, Level Recorders, Micro-
phones, Calibrators, and more.

Our rental and lease plans are flex-
ible enough to meet your needs. Our
rates are reasonable. And you still get
our expertengineering assistance—even
paid on-site personnel are available.

Strike a deal with us. And get on
with your job.

Call today.

SCANTEK INC.
916 Gist Avenue

Silver Spring, MD 20910
Tel: (301) 495-7738 . FAX 7739

fjja

Do your work faster and more
accurately with RTA’s proven acousti-
cal software.

Environmental Noise Model
(ENM) is world-class. Now, the new
WINDOWS version is even more so.

Individually defined noise sources,
ground effects, topography, wind and
temperature gradients, and barriers are
all input on spreadsheets. Predictions
include contour maps and rank
ordering of noise sources.

Also available are dB box for fast
computing in acoustics, including STC,
TL and IIC. And dB ray for model-
ing acoustical paths in rooms. All
operate on IBM compatibles.

Be time- and value-conscious.

Call today.

SCANTEK INC.
916 Gist Avenue

Silver Spring, MD 20910
Tel: (301) 495-7738 - FAX -7739

Fee: $895 includes comprehensive course manual and ALL software (with full technical
support).
Next sessions: April 1—5 and October 14—18, 1996
For registration information,
call Mary Baechle at 502/852—6590.

For technical information, call
Drs. Cohn or Harris at 502/852—6276

~N1VERSHY
of lOUISVILLE
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Letter to the Editor

January 18, 1996

Mr. El Angove
The Wall journal
P.O. Box 1389
Lehigh Acres Fl. 33970-1389

Dear El,
The one and only William McColl

of New York State DOT, has encour-
aged me to fire off this note to you. It’s
to let you know that we in the frozen
tundra of upstate New York appreciate
the warm efforts of you and your staff,
for enhancing our general knowledge
of noise related issues.

I received my first issue, #2, while
attending Cohn and Harris’s Highway
Noise Analysis Seminar at the Univer-
sity of Louisville. They suggested that
all of the attendees subscribe to the
Wall Journal, as this is where the new
developments in noise issues would be
explored.

The Environmental Unit of this
regional transportation office, puts The
Wall journal’s articles to good use. The
research and related items presented
are of high value to us. Articles like
“Resurfacing for Noise Reduction” was
one that was of great assistance. This
type of data would never have crossed
our desks without you.

The Wall Journal gives us vital
information to inform our design engi-
neers, and the general public. Each
have their own concerns which are
brought up at various times in the life
of a transportation project.

I realize that consumers sometimes
look at advertising as a negative issue.
Those who advertise with The Wall
Journal should be told that without it,
their products may never get the recog-
nition that they deserve. It helps units
like ours see these products and keep
up with changing developments in the
field.

In closing, please find the enclosed
check to cover the cost of replacing
issue number 7, which has disappeared
into someone else’s office, and for issue
number 1, to complete our set.

We here at DOT wish you much
continued success in sunny southwest
Florida.

Very truly yours,

Christopher Schleede
Environmental Contact
New York State Dept.of Transportation
Region One, Albany, NY

(Ed. Note: Thanks very much for your
kind words of praise for our work. / may
have to consider making an award for “Best
Letter to the Editor”; right now you are in
first place Christopher.

For interested readers, the article on
“Resurfacing for Noise Reduction” by Bela
Schmidt and Robert Fischer appeared in
Issue No. 14, July/August 1994).

C
SOUND ABSORPTIVE BARRIER:
The Common Sense Solution to Noise
Abatement — Outside and Inside
/ Excellent Acoustical Performance:NRCup to 1.0&

STC40.
/ Cost competitivewith reflectiveproducts.
v’Extremelylight-weight (32lbs. per cu.ft.). Excellent

for bridges, tall walls, and retro-fitpanels.
,f Easily integratedinto mostwallandbarrier designs.
v’ Excellent life-cycleperformance—

durable/washable/graffitiresistant/9flame0’ smoke.

S (I U ~B T It it P0ACOUSTICAL APPLICATIONS

S ~sO u i

I lospitals
Facilities
Dormitories
Auditoriums
Restaurants
Concert Halls
Athletic Facilities
Airport Terminals

Noise Barriers
Convention Centers
Museums & Libraries
Correctional Facilities
Industrial Applications
Power Generation Facilities
AJ1 Transportation Systems

For more information and licensing opportunities, contact:
CSI, 3300BeeCaveRd., Ste.650, Austin,1X78746

Pb: 512-327-8481 Fax: 512-327-5111
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I would like to begin my inau-
gural Chairman’s Column for The
Wall Journal by thanking
Domenick Billera for seven years
of meritorious service as Chairman
of TRB Committee A1FO4.
Throughout his tenure Domenick
successfully brought many fresh
new ideas to the Committee. Look-
ing at his legacy, some of the things
that come to mind include the
increased international member-

ship of the Committee, and his emphasis not only on the
technical side of issues, but also on the aesthetics — a high-
way noise barrier won’t be perceived to be nearly as effec-
tive if it’s a public eyesore.

His dedication to the Committee is exemplified by his
recent journey to the 1996 TRB Annual Meeting in Wash-
ington, D.C. The drive, which would have normally taken
approximately 4 hours, took over 7 due to one of the worst
snow storms to hit the east coast in recent memory, the so-
called “Blizzard of 1996”. At the meeting, he chaired the
Al FO4 Committee Meeting, the three related Subcommittee
meetings, and the Al Fl 00 Committee Meeting. Domenick, I
thank you again, and look forward to your continued partic-
ipation in the Committee as an esteemed Chairman Emeritus.

Unfortunately the weather greatly hampered activities at
this year’s TRB Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C. In fact,
if you didn’t get in the Saturday night before the meeting,
you did not get in at all, since the three major airports in the
D.C. area were closed from Sunday through Tuesday. All of
the Committee sessions did, however take place, with lim-
ited attendance, and limited presentation material.

During the Monday morning session of the Highway
Noise Subcommittee, three presentations related to the Fed-
eral Highway Administration’s Traffic Noise Model (FHWA
TNM®) were originally scheduled, but were unfortunately
snowed out. Consequently, a synopsis of each will be pre-
sented in upcoming issues of The Wall Journal. Stay tuned.

Also on the TNM front, a BETA version is currently being
tested by the FHWA, several state transportation agencies
and the Volpe Center. Many of the preliminary comparisons
between predictions and measurements have been quite
encouraging. The TNM’s advanced, Microsoft-Windows-
based interface, and its state-of-the-art acoustic algorithms
will offer an incremental improvement in accuracy, flexibil-
ity, and ease-of-use, as compared with any highway noise
prediction program currently available. Based on progress to
date, it is anticipated that TNM Version 1 .0 will be ready for
public release in the Spring 1996 time frame. A full demon-
stration of the model’s capabilities is slated for the 1996 TRB
Al FO4 Summer Meeting in Chicago, Illinois in July.

The next version of the Federal Aviation Administration’s
Integrated Noise Model (INM), Version 5.1, is also slated for
a Spring 1996 release. Primary enhancements reflected in
Version 5.1 will include the ability to run under Microsoft
Windows 95, and the inclusion of the U.S. Air Force’s noise
data base of military aircraft.

As the newly appointed Chairman of TRB Committee
Al F04, a major focus of mine will be the continued support
of El Angove’s Wall Journal. I think we all owe El a debt of
gratitude for the effort he puts into this valuable bi-monthly
publication. I encourage readers to spread the word, and to
continue providing El with interesting columns.

If you have any comments or questions, or have any sug-
gestions for Committee Al F04, please contact:

Gregg C. Fleming
Manager of the Acoustics Facility

United States Dept. of Transportation
John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center

Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02142
(61 7) 494-2876 (phone) (61 7) 494-2497 (fax) or

FLEMING@VOLPE2.DOT.GOV (E-MAIL).~

TRB COMMETTEE Al F04 ON TRANSPORTATION RELATED NOISE AND VIBRATION
By Gregg C. Fleming, Chairman
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In The Wall
Journal Issue No.
18, Editor’s Corner,
Editor El Angove
posed a challenge
to transportation
noise experts when
he wrote: “What I
am missing in this

journal are the experts’ ppjp.jpns. There
are many questions to be answered.

Example: 1 . Is there an implicit
advantage for sound-absorptive sur-
faces on any wall?” etc.

Well, El, following is my opinion. I
am speaking for myself and not neces-
sarily the Department I work for.

The decision to use sound absorp-
tive materials on noise barriers should
primarily be based on science, not pol-
itics. We should first quantify scientifi-
cally what the benefits are of the
absorptive surfaces in terms of noise
reduction, then decide if the benefits
are worth the cost. Unfortunately, in
many instances these decisions are
pressured by politics, or other non sci-
entific agendas. Since the construction
of noise barriers is most often funded
by tax payers money, the considerable
extra cost of absorptive surfaces is
especially important. With shrinking
transportation funds we have to make
tough decisions on spending priorities.

The purported advantages of using
sound absorptive material on noise bar-
rier surfaces are:

1. Elimination or reduction of noise
reflections. In single noise barrier
configurations this means that the
unprotected residences (or other
locations of interest on the
opposite side of the highway) do
not experience an increase in
noise levels. In situations
involving parallel noise barriers
(one on each side of the highway)
each of the noise barrier’s perfor-
mance is not degraded by the
presence of the other.

2. The performance of a single noise
barrier increases. Receivers
behind a noise barrier lined with
absorptive material on the high-
way side or on both sides are

benefitted by a further reduction
in noise.

The primary disadvantage of absorp-
tive materials is, simply, the price tag. If
absorptive noise barriers can be con-
structed for the same cost (or maybe a
“slight” increase), with the same struc-
tural integrity, durability, and aesthetic
appeal as the “conventional” reflective
noise barrier, without requiring more
maintenance, I would say: “Go for it!”
on every and any noise barrier.

Unfortunately, the increase in cost of
noise absorptive material, whether inte-
grated with noise barriers or as a retro-
fit, is usually at least $1 08/rn2 ($1 0/ft2)
over the cost of conventional “reflec-
tive” noise barriers. For an average
noise barrier in California of, say, 4 m
(1 3 it) high, the extra cost translates into
an escalation from about $0.62 mil-
lion/km ($1 .0 million/mi) for conven-
tional noise barriers to $1 .06 millon/km
($1. 7 million/mile) for absorptive bar-
riers,

Are these extra costs worth the ben-
efits? Should we forego some of the
much needed transportation improve-
ment projects to install sound absorp-
tive material on noise barriers?.

These questions can only be
answered by examining how much
actual benefit can be expected from
absorptive noise barriers. This requires
putting potential problems with reflec-
tive barriers into proper perspective.

First, let’s examine the potential
reflection problems from single barri-
ers. Figure 1 illustrates the simplest
case. For simplicity, pavement reflec-

tions are ignored. The latter would be
present both for the direct and reflec-
tive noise.

In Figure 1, the reflective noise
labeled “r” is almost equal in energy to
the direct noise “d”, assuming that the
noise barrier (wall) is a perfect reflector.
The only difference is that the reflective
noise path is always longer than the
direct noise path. If the receiver is close
to the highway (source) the ratio r/d is
greater than if the receiver is farther
away. As the distance between the
source and the receiver increases r/d
becomes closer to 1, and for all practi-
cal purposes becomes 1.

At that distance, usually about 1 50 m
(500 It) or greater from a highway, the
level of the direct noise approximately
equals that of the reflective noise. The
total noise level is then 3 decibels (dB)
higher than the direct noise by itself.
This corresponds with a 100% increase
in acoustical energy, which is the max-
imum increase from the single reflec-
tion.

Closer to the highway the reflection
does not contribute as much because of
the increased r/d ratio. Typically, at the
first row of homes next to a freeway, a
more realistic increase is about 1 dB.
The widely accepted threshold of
human perception of change in traffic
noise is 3dB. Providing sound absorp-
tion for the simplest case depicted in
Figure 1 would not yield a noticeable
noise reduction and is therefore not
worth the extra cost.

Figure 2 depicts a more complicated
version of the single barrier reflection.

To Absorb or Not To Absorb—
An Opinion by Rudy Hendriks

That is the question

Figure 1. SingleBarrier Reflection

Cross Sectional View

NoiseBarrier

r
Receiver

Source
(Highway)
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In this case the direct noise path “d” is
obstructed, while the reflective noise
path “r” is not. A complication arises
because of unequal diffraction of the
direct and reflective noise. This could
be the case in depressed freeways with
noise barriers on the opposite side, or
at-grade freeways with receivers on a
hill-side. For simplicity, Figure 2 shows
the source to be in one location only.
This case depicts the maximum differ-
ence between reflective and direct
noise which, due to the differential dif-
fraction, could be well over 5 dB. In
reality, however, a six- or eight-lane
freeway has the sources (traffic lanes)
distributed such that some of the direct
noise paths may be diffracted, while
others are only partially or not at all dif-
fracted. This situation tends to diminish
the differences between the direct
noise by itself, and the total noise
including direct and reflective noise.

After examining countless possibili-
ties involving four-, six-, and eight-lane
freeways using image source modelling
techniques, I have come to the conclu-
sion that the total noise (direct and
ref’ective) increases by no more than 5
dB and usually by less than 4 dB. These
cases, however, are fairly rare. The site
geometry has to be extremely restricted
to produce the maximum effect. In
such cases, absorptive material may be
warranted, but only after careful review
and cost/benefit analysis.

Next to consider are parallel barrier
configurations and multiple reflections
between the barrier surfaces. Some dis-
agreement exists between mathemati-

NoiseBarrier

cal modelling, scale modelling and real
world before and after in-situ measure-
ments of parallel barrier performance
degradations.

In theory, an infinite number of
reflections builds up between two hard
reflective barrier surfaces from a noise
source in between. With each reflec-
tion, however the length of the noise
path increases dramatically, so that in
reality only few reflections are signifi-
cant (Figure 3, next page).

Although this situation can be math-
ematically modelled and reproduced in
laboratory scale models, such efforts
frequently over-predict the negative
effects of parallel barriers when com-
pared with controlled before and after
field measurements.

Enter public opinion, news media,
special interest groups, pseudo-scien-
tists, and politicians (all of which are
factors in all noise absorptive issues)
and we have the recipe for controversy,
and, frequently, misinformation.

Adding to the confusion are the
complications caused by long distance
noise propagation through the atmos-
phere. These include the phenomena
of refraction due to near-ground wind
shear and temperature gradients, and
elevated temperature inversions.

Many residents and news media
have complained that parallel noise
barriers “increase noise levels”. If taken
literally, the complaints seem to indi-
cate that reflective parallel noise barri-
ers actually increase the noise over that
of the no-barrier case. A more appro-
priate statement would be that parallel

r

noise barrier configurations degrade
the performance of each barrier com-
pared to the situation where each bar-
rier existed by itself. For example, if a
single noise barrier were to provide a
noise reduction (insertion loss) of 10 dB
by itself, this reduction could be
degraded somewhat, say to 9 or 8 dB.
The consequence of this would be that
in the presence of another barrier on
the opposite side of the highway, a bar-
rier would not be as effective as it could
be by itself. It would not mean that the
noise levels on either side of the high-
way would be increased over the “no-
barrier” situation.

Independent, controlled field studies
by U.S. D.O.T. Volpe National Trans-
portation Systems Center in Cambridge,
MA, and Caltrans, Sacramento, CA
have recently confirmed that the
amount of degradation of reflective
noise barriers is linked to the ratio of
the separation (width) between the bar-
riers and the average height of the bar-
riers (Figure 4, next page).

As long as the width-to-height (W/H)
ratio equals or exceeds 10:1, it appears
that the degradation is limited to a max-
imum of 2 dB. Below 10:1 degrada-
tions may be significantly greater. Virtu-
ally all parallel noise barriers in
California conform to this criterion.
Many sites have W/H ratios of 15:1. I
suspect the same is true in other States.
In California, the maximum height of
noise barriers is limited to 5 m (16 ft).
Thus, to maintain a 10:1 W/H, maxi-
mum height barriers must be separated
50 m (160 ft).

So, constructing parallel barriers
does not automatically justify the addi-
tional cost of absorptive materials
either.

The final absorptive issue is that of
increased performance of a single
absorptive barrier over a single reflec-
tive barrier for receivers behind the bar-
rier. Studies have shown that this is
effective when the barrier is located
very close to the source. Low railroad
noise barriers constructed to reduce
wheel noise are frequently located
close to the tracks. Absorptive material

(continued next page)

Figure 2. Dtrect NoiseShielded,SingleBarrier Reflection Unshielded

Cross Sectional View

Source
(Highway)
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Absorb (continued from page 9)

can be effective for such barriers. For
highway noise barriers the improved
insertion loss, however, is minimal and
certainly does not warrant the addi-
tional expense of absorptive materials.

Does this mean that there is no use
for sound absorptive surfaces at all?
Hardly. But we should only consider
using sound absorptive surfaces when
it can be shown through accepted
modelling techniques, calibrated by
reliable noise measurements, that noise
reflections are a legitimate problem.
Preventing or fixing a problem that
does not exist is simply not possible.
There has to be a problem before there
can be a fix.

Recent concerns of noise barriers
increasing noise levels at distances
ranging from 0.4 km to 3 km (1/4 to 2
miles) from the highway have also
fueled the debates over using absorp-

tive materials, Controlled studies so far
have not shown any evidence of noise
barriers, single on the receiver side, sin-
gle on the opposite side, or parallel bar-
riers increasing noise levels at these
distances. Meteorology is a major fac-
tor in increasing or decreasing noise
levels at distant receivers, with or with-ET
1 w
335 665 m
388 665 l
S
BT

out barriers. Wind speed and direction,
vertical temperature gradients, and ele-
vated temperature inversions are the
main causes for upward and downward
refraction of sound waves and the large
freeway noise fluctuations observed at
distant receivers.

The best way we can really find out
if noise barriers do increase noise levels
and, if not, what changes in noise char-
acteristics trigger the complaints, is
through fIeld studies.

Such field studies are very expen-
sive, because they cover a large area
which needs to be instrumented with

noise and meteorological monitors.
Before and after barrier noise measure-
ments must be carefully matched and
compared for the same meteorological
and traffic conditions. This increases
the amount of measurements to satisfy
minimimum sample requirements for
each meteorological “bins”. The
answers, however, may go a long way
towards confirming what we think we
know, or learning what we don’t yet
know.

Also, field studies may eventually
avoid the indiscriminate use of sound
absorptive material on noise barriers.
Costly at first, the studies may very well
prove to be a wise investment in the
long run.

Field studies may also serve to verify
and calibrate the new FHWA Traffic
Noise Model (TNM), in itself a promis-
ing tool for evaluating reflection prob-
lems and their possible solutions.
Better yet —and here is a challenge for
the noise barrier industry to work on:
develop sound absorptive noise barri-
ers that are structurally as sound, as
durable, as maintenance free, and as
aesthetic as their reflective counter
parts, with the same (or perhaps slightly
increased) cost. Only then can we jus-
tify using absorptive barriers all the
time.

In the mean time, however, we need
to base our decisions on scientifIc evi-
dence, not on political agendas; on
objective experimental results, not on
subjective opinions and perceptions;
and with solid justification for the addi-
tional costs if absorptive barriers are
warranted. We should always ask the
question: “Can this money be better
spent on other, more needed trans-
portation improvements?” We owe this
to the taxpayers. We owe this to our
profession. $

Rudy Hendriks
Ca/trans Environmental Program

Office of Environmental Engineering
1120 N Street, P.O.Box 942874
Sacramento, CA 94274-0001

Phone: (916) 653-2271
FAX: (916) 653-7757

(Ed. Note: Rudy Hendriks has started the
ball rolling in his usual expert fashion.
Other readers are invited to submit for pub-
/ication their own comments on the subject:
this is your Journal — make use of it).

Figure3. Parallel Barrier Reflections

Cross SectionalView

/ NoiseBarriers

SourceReceiver (Highway) Receiver

Figure 4. Width (W) to Height (H) Ratio

Cross Sectional View

NoiseBarriers

Highway

w
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The Very High NRC Problem
An Opinion by Edward P. McNair

The real significance of a very high
NRC is that it raises the questions of
credibility and relevance. A sabin is an
opening, a “window”, with an area of
one foot square (or one meter square).
How can any sound absorptive mater-
ial reflect less noise than an open win-
dow? It can’t, but it can absorb more!

There are two ASTM Standard Test
Methods for sound absorption. Cur-
rently they are the ASTM Recom-
mended Practice C 384-90a (Imped-
ance Tube Method) and ASTM
Recommended Practice C 423-90a
(Reverberation Room Method). Both
were issued in 1990 and are still cur-
rent.1

In the reverberation room test, ran-
domly diffused noise is intentionally
used. We are familiar with the ground
wave effect where such natural materi-
als such as grass and snow adsorb large
amounts of sound as it travels along
the surface. Since sound has no
mass, only energy, the ground wave
effect can work just as well on a verti-
cal surface as a horizontal surface.

We know that the path of sound energy
is affected by refraction, when its
speed is changed by wind or tem-
perature gradients. As sound moves
along a surface, the barrier layer is
slowed by the surface. The effect is just
like rowing a boat. If you drag the star-
board oar just a little in the water, the
whole boat turns to starboard. With an
absorptive surface, as some sound is
absorbed, more sound turns in
toward that surface, much like an
ocean wave rolling up on dry sand.

Since the sound in the test is diffuse,
only a small amount of the sound is
traveling along the surface, yet it is
enough to substantially increase the
NRC computation, enough, in some
cases, to bring it above 1 sabin. The
noise that causes Barrier Insertion Loss
Degradation, or “BILD” is normal inci-
dence sound and normal incidence
sound is also only a small amount of

the diffuse sound in the reverberation
room. So the test method may be cred-
ible, but is it relevant?

BILD as measured in dBA is caused
by the sound energy of single and
multiple reflections between vertical
barriers combining with direct sound
energy and passing just over the top
edge of one of the barriers so that the
combined energy is diffracted toward
the ground. In order to do this, the
reflected sound energy must strike the
vertical surfaces of the barriers at an
almost perpendicular, or normal inci-
dence. The objective of adding an
absorptive treatment to a pair of barri-
ers is to reduce the BILD.

Under Scope, ASTM Recommended
Practice C 384-90a states that it is used
in the measurement of normal inci-ET
1 w
338 433 m
394 433 l
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dence sound absorption coefficients;
and, under Significance and Use, that
normal sound absorption coefficients
are more useful than random inci-
dence coefficients.

ASTM Recommended Practice C 423-
90a describes ways of measuring the
absorption of a room, an office screen,
ceiling tile, theater seats and curtains.

Under Significance and Use, Practice C
423-90a states:

4.3 Diffraction effects usu-
ally cause the area of a specimen to be
effectively greater than its geometric
area, thereby increasing the measured
coefficient. When the coefficients are
large, the measured values may exceed
unity....

4.4 A coefficient measured by
this test method should be used with
caution, for, not only are the areas
encountered in practice usually larger
than the test specimen, but the sound
field is rarely diffuse....

The only official field test that has been
done to evaluate BILD amelioration
was the 1989 FHWA study at Dulles
Airport. The absorptive material that
was used for the test was 3” thick fiber-

glass batts. When tested per the
ASTM National Standards Recom-
mended Practice C 384-88 (Standing
Wave Tube), it was found to have a
Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) of
.82 with sound absorption coefficients
of .53, .90, .91, and .92 at band center
frequencies of 250 Hz., 500 Hz., 1 kHz.,
and 2 kHz., respectively.

The ASTM C 384-90a test is a rel-
atively simple test that should be less
expensive to have done than C 423.
The only piece of equipment unique to
the test is a piece of pipe approximately
ten feet long. Although the 384 test is
easier to do, the resulting absorption
coefficient will come in slightly lower,
so in evaluating various walls, it would
be unfair to compare the absorption
coefficient using the C 384 method to
one using the C 423. But it would be
reasonable to use the results of Dulles
C 384-88 test as a criteria for judging
different types of absorptive materials
for barriers. It might rearrange the
ranking of performance among the var-
ious types of absorption materials,
and make possible a more accurate
evaluation of costs vs. benefits.

The wrong ASTM test is being used.
The C 384-90a test does not produce a
very high NRC (i.e. above unity). A
very high NRC in a C 423-90a test is
not important because the 423 test is
irrelevant to reducing BILD.

1. American Society of Testing and Materials, 100 Barr
Harbor Drive, West conshohocken, PA 19428. Tel.
610-832-9500. Note: According to c 423-90, previ-
ous methods of testing asymmetric screens in the rever-
beration room are no longer allowed.

If you wish to correspond with Mr. McNair
concerning this article:

Edward P McNair
59 Chimney Ridge Drive

Morristown, NJ 07960
If you wish to publish a response or other
comment on the subject, please send it to:

The Wall Journal
P0. Box 1389

Lehigh Acres, FL 33970-1389
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The trend toward increased use of
sound-absorptive barriers in lieu of reflec-
tive barriers in the United States continues.
The usage is attributed to the absorptive
barriers’ ability to quiet the residential
neighborhoods near traffic corridors more
efficiently than reflective barriers while
offering a pleasing appearance in a variety
of colors and textures in a durable product.

Sound absorptive barriers were first used
in North America by the Ontario Ministry of
Transportation. The experience and stan-
dards of the Ministry are most worthy of
study and use. The Ministry first constructed
350 meters of a Durisol single-sided absorp-
tive barrier within four feet of the pavement
on Highway 401 near Toronto in 1979.

Eighteen years after the barrier construc-
tion, the condition and performance of the
various structures on this highway has been
evaluated as excellent by the Ministry of
Transportation. Subsequent to the initial
construction, some 51 kilometers of Durisol
two-sided sound absorptive barriers have
been constructed throughout the Province
of Ontario.

Though all of the Ontario installations
are subject to very severe weather, includ-
ing freeze thaw cycling, salt spray and sand
blasting, none of the sound absorptive bar-
riers show disfigurement, concrete core fail-
ure or degradation of appearance.

As a matter of standard practice, all
Canadian Provinces test absorptive and
reflective barriers in accordance with the
Canadian national standard for salt scaling
durability. This testing is part of product
preapproval before use and for periodic
evaluation of actual production in progress.
Sound barriers are tested in the same fash-
ion as the Ministry has tested concrete traf-
fic barriers and other cementitious compos-
ite materials for more than thirty years.

When setting durability standards for
product preapprovals for Departments of
Transportation, it is obvious that the test
methods selected and the tests conducted
should model the real conditions where the
noise barriers will be performing. Unlike
the Canadian provinces, there is no U.S.
official standard for durabIlity performance.
The abusive winter conditions of the north-
ern climate far exceed the abusive natural
conditions below the Mason Dixon line.

The article by John Jaeckel of HNTB
which appeared in the January/February
1994 issue of The Wall Journal depicted
Wisconsin’s noise barrier development.
Illustrated in the article were the Durisol
two-sided noise barriers on 1-94 near the

12

General Mitchell International Airport in
Milwaukee (photo 1). Durisol absorptive
barriers were also constructed by WisDOT
on 1-43 and 1-894, both in the Milwaukee
areas and on the Beltline Freeway in Madi-
son.

Photo 1 shows one meter of drifted snow
against the 1-94 project near the airport fol-
lowing a winter 1994 heavy snow fall. The
piles of plowed and drifted salt laden snow
illustrate how salt and water can be trapped
in the porous cementitious matrix structure
of a free draining cementitious barrier. No
damage was present upon inspection in the
spring of 1995 after all the snow melted.

The absorptive corridor case study by
the author in the May/june, 1995 Wall Jour-

nal depicted construction details and the
general arrangements of the Durisol two-
sided noise barriers constructed on the 1-94
Borman Expressway in Hammond, Indiana
by the Indiana Department of Transporta-
tion as part of a widening project.

The Linden Avenue signs in the adjacent
photo (#2) depict the Borman Expressway
after blizzard-like conditions nearly shut
down the busy freeway in January of 1995.
The collection of the material which was
impaled into the open celled Durisol matrix
consists of earth, salt laden snow, ice and
miscellaneous debris. The projectiles have
been hurled into the barrier (which is
approximately four meters from the pave-
ment) by snowplows, tractor trailers and

Sound-Absorptivecarriers—

A Case History of Weatherability on Two Projects
By E. A. Lamberson, P.E.

1 -94, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Drifted and plowed salt-laden snow stands
more than one meter above pavement, subjecting absorptive panel surface

to standing salt bath which ASTM C-672 (modified) simulates.
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other vehicles.
Ice is shown growing from

the temporarily trapped water.
Surface ice and ice lenses could
damage the absorptive materials
or delaminate composite materi-
als if the products are not capa-
ble of handling the climatic
conditions illustrated. In the
case of the Borman, no damage
was present after a thorough
investigation of the site in the
spring of 1995.

Salt tracks approximately
100 feet from the Linden Avenue
site at Indianapolis Boulevard
were washed off naturally by the
1995 Spring rains which eventu-
ally unplugged the cores of the
free draining Durisol product.
Photo 3 illustrates a section on
the Borman Expressway one
hundred yards away from the
Linden sign on the east lanes
and shows salt and debris tracks
nearly five meters above the
pavement after the melting of
the plowed and drifted snow. ______
No barrier damage was present.

Both the Wisconsin and Indi-
ana Departments of Transporta-
tion prequal ify sound-absorptive
barriers based on appearance,
structural performance, acousti-
cal performance and proven
durability. Both states require
ASTM C-672 (modified) salt
scaling test results as part of pre-
qualification submittals.

The ASTM C-672 modified
tests utilize salt bath solutions
and deep freeze cyclic testing to
evaluate the durability of
cementitious, porous, free drain-
ing absorptive barriers. The
severe climatic condition illus-
trated at the sites of these two
Great Lakes area projects seems
to match the salt bath/salt scal-
ing testing as prescribed in
ASTM C-672 while not harming
the sound absorptive behavior
of the barriers. ~

(Ed. Note: The next issue of
The Wa/I Journal will carry an
article on the various test meth-
ods currently being used to cer-
tify the weatherabi/ity of absorp- 3 1-94, Hammond, Indiana. Traces of salt-laden snow deposited by truck traffic and snow plowsfive noise barrier materials). . .are visible nearly five meters above pavement after thaw.

2 -94, Hammond, Indiana. Miscellaneous debris, earth, salt-laden snow and ice are impaled into thepores of the cementitious open-celled Durisol, temporarily clogging the normally free draining surface.
Panel matrix is designed to resist forces caused by freeze salt bath.
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We build attractive, economical, functional, extremely durable soundwallsfor a fraction of
the cost of castles.Call us and we’ll tell you how to fit oneof our walls to your needsand
to your budget. We’ll also tell you how utilization of silica fume admixtures and the latest
generation of waterproofing agentsmake the Faddis Noise Barrier
systemstruly a product you could build and forget. Much like the FADDIS
ancient castles,thesesound walls will stand the test of time. CONCRETE PRODUCTS

There are castlesand there are sound walls.

Faddis Concrete Products 3515 Kings Highway, Downingtown, PA 19335 Phone (800)269-4685 FAX (610)873-8431
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NEW High Performance
TransportallonSoundBarriers

IAC NOISHIELD’~’Transportation Sound Barriers:
• High low-frequency panel sound absorption helps reduce un-

desirable community noise.
• High sound-transmission loss assures maximum sound barrier

effectiveness.
• Tough, thermosetting, polyester, graffiti-resistant, cleanable finish.

• Rugged low-weight construction.
• Wind load resistance per AASHTO Guide Specifications
• Relocatable.
• Steel or aluminum construction available as a free-standing barrier

or as cladding for existing noise-reflecting walls.
• Laboratory tested, reports available:

ASTM E 90 Sound Transmission Loss — STC 31 to 38.
ASTM C 423 Sound Absorption Coefficients — NRC 0.95.
ASTM B 117 Corrosion Resistance — 7000 hours, no failure.
ASTM G 23 Accelerated Weathering — no degradation.

INDUSTRIAL ACOUSTICS COMPANY
SINCE 1949 — LEADERS IN NOISE CONTROL ENGINEERING, PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS
UNITED STATES UNITED KINGDOM GERMANY

C~~L 1160 COMMERCE AVENUE CENTRAL TRADING ESTATE SOHLWEG 17
BRONX, NEW YORK 10462-5599 STAINES, MIDDLESEX, TW18 4XB 0-41372 NIEDERKRUCHTEN
PHONE: 1718) 931-8000 PHONE: (0784) 456-251 PHONE: (02163) 8431
FAX: (718) 863-1138 FAX: (0784) 463-303, TELEX: 25518 FAX: (02163) 80618

THE STANDARD OF SILENCE TECHNICAL REPRESENTATION ~NPRINCIPAL CITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
~ .4

I

1-43, ZOO FREEWAY, MILWAUKEE,WISCONSIN)
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Salvagedhighwaynoisebarrier finds new home
in communitysports field in Pennsylvania

A manufacturing mishap by the pre-
caster in the production of Fanwall
noise barriers for a PennDOT project
was turned into a welcome present to
the Borough of Camp Hill across the
Susquehanna River from Harrisburg.

The Maryland precaster was under
contract to JTE Inc. (see ad below) to
furnish 158,000 square feet (approx.
1 ,500 panels) of the Fanwall noise bar-
rier system which is free-standing and
does not require posts. JTE Inc. was
under contract to Trumbull Corporation
to furnish, deliver and install the Fan-
wall barrier system along S.R. 581 in
Mechan icsbu rg.

During the installation phase, some
of the panels were rejected by the
inspector for dimensional tolerance
errors and were required to be replaced
by the precaster.

Following is a reprint of the article
which appeared in the November/
December 1995 issue of the Camp Hill
Borough Newsletter.

On 3 November 1995, the Borough of
Camp Hill successfully completed the first
phase of installing noise barriers along the
southern edge of the Fiala Sports Fields.

Early in Ihe spring of 1995 Borough Offi-
cials in meetings with members of the Trum-
bull Corp., the General Contractor for the
Rt. 581 project, discussed the possibility of
obtaining surplus or otherwise usable noise

barriers for installation along Rt. 581.
It became apparent since meetings in the

fall of 1994 that PennDot and the Federal
Highway Administration were not going to
help in reducing the deafening noise occur-
ring along Rt. 581. Noise that is expected to
increase when the Rt. 81 connector is com-
pleted.

JTE~~
“We Build Walls”

(continued nextpage)

SPECIALISTS IN DESIGN/BUILD

Over three
million square feet
of walls furnished and
installed, using a selection
of different wall systems that

e-specifically designed
meet the client’s

~aTe~ requirement.

JIE, INC is a specialty contractor. Our only
business is to provide and install wall systems.
And our mission is simple: to continually set
the standards of performance in an emerging
industry. Our methods are clear...we use our
technical and operational resources to provide
our clients with an economic advantage along
with a level of service unmatched in the indus-
try.

Call us — wewantyour business

JTE INC
10109 Giles Run Road

Scale: NATIONAL

Lorfon, VA 22079

Tel 703 550-0600 Fax 703 550-0601
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(Salvaged Barrier, from page 16)

In meetings with Borough Officials, Jack
Mauche, Project Manager for the Trumbull
Corp., mentioned that there were noise bar-
riers that PennDot had rejected for one rea-
son or another, but each barrier was struc-
turally sound. Many of the defects were not
significant enough to justify destroying the
concrete panels.

The Trumbull Corp. took the lead in
arranging with JTE Inc and Reinforced Earth
Company for the transportation and erec-
tion of the panels. On 24 October 1995,
Jay Josselyn of JTE called to inform the Bor-
ough that everything was ready for the Bor-
ough to install the Noise Barriers on 3

November 1995. With this notice the Bor-
ough Public Works Dept. had only a couple
of days to layout and prepare the site. A
base over 400 feet long and a foot deep was
dug and filled with engineered fill material
and compacted.

Arrangements for a 65-Ton Crane were
secured and trucks to transport each panel,
a maximum of four panels per truck was
scheduled, and approximately forty panels
were required to be moved from various
sites along Rt. 581.

Starting at 7:00 AM, when the crane
arrived on site and until 6:30 PM, all of the
various parties worked togetheer through
pouring rain and blowing wind to complete
Phase 1.

The Second Phase is scheduled to begin
in the spring of 1996, and will result in two
new soccer fields, a parking lot and a 600
foot long earthen noise barrier (see Septem-
ber/October 1995 Camp Hill Borough
Newsletter). U

~SoundOffTM Noise Barrier System
ByCORTEC

COR TEC COMPANY
2351 Kenskjll Avenue

Washington Court House, Ohio 43160
Fax 614-335-4843

SonndOff” isa registeredtrademark ofDyroted,Industries.

Sound Off” Offers You: For More Information or a PriceQuote,
+ Outstanding NoiseProtection (Exceedsall STC and Perfor- ContactCOR TEC’sCustomer Serviceat

manceBasedSpecifications). 1 -800-879-4377
+ Light Weight, making it ideal for useover bridges (Under 5

poundsper squarefoot).
+ Simple and Easy to Install (50 square feel/man hour of labor).
+ Graffiti Resistant,MaintenanceFree SurfaceFinish.
+ 20 Year Warranty Against Surface Color Fading
+ 25+Yearsof ExperienceMaking Panelsfor theTransportation

Industry.
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WoodNoise Walls Protect Neighborhoodfrom Noisy Rail Yard

Wood highway noise barriers are
rising along major interstate freeways
across the nation to protect neighbor-
hoods from the roar of highway traffic.
Now, these sturdy noise abatement
walls are being used to screen residen-
tial areas from other kinds of noise, as
well

Railroad Construction Company
lnc./Damon G. Douglas Company, a
joint venture in Paterson, New Jersey
just completed 1,300 feet of noise bar-
riers surrounding a railroad yard adja-
cent to a residential neighborhood. The
owner, New Jersey Transit Corporation,
(NJTC) specified glued laminated
Southern Pine walls, penta treated to a
retention level of .60. The rail yard is
located in Landing, N.J. NJTC is a New
Jersey state corporation — the state
mass transit system.

Company spokesman Dennis j.
Leahy said that four 22-1 /4” wide wall
sections, varying in height from 86” to
214” were nailed to horizontal bracing

members on the ground. They were
then raised into place between lami-
nated posts nine feet on center. All
material was pressure treated Southern
Pine.
The walls help to reduce the noise

from diesel locomotives which operate
in the yard 24 hours per day.

The individual boards were 1-7/8”
thick and 7” wide. The base of the wall

• Prefabricated
• Easyto Install
• 5..5PSF/STC-38
• Attractive and

Maintenance Free
• Leakproof
• Shipped Nationwide
• Relocatable

j~ow1/singP~m*flam~?I’$L
JnneeredWoodPosts
‘l1~orHeights )~o25Feet

Color Catalog Available

is enclosed in clean stone to provide
storm water runoff.

Research among homeowners has
shown that the wood noise walls are
preferred to concrete or steel because
of their natural appearance, and their
aesthetic compatabi I ity with residential
areas. And, treated Southern Pine lami-
nated walls usually go up faster and

For Information Contact Glenn Wilson
1 -800-TEC-WOOD
Ext. 210 or Fax 706/595-1326

JHDOVER
TREATEDWOODPRODUCTS,v~tc
P.O. Box 746 • Thomson, GA 30824

(continued next page)

PLYWALL Post and Pane!
Permanent Engineered Wood Barrier Systems

PLY WALL can bemounted on traffic banlersand bddges.
These

4
’SiO’posts were inserted info cast-in-place sockets

vdiich extendeddown into The footing ofthis traffic barrier.

Thousands ofsquare feet ofready-to-installpanels can
be shippedeconomically by truck apavhere in The US
Panels are loaded wit/ia large forldift equippedwiTh 8-
footlong forks. Alt posts, panels, cents, spikes and
freightcharges are included in The sellingprice.

This bottling planthadrecerved noise complaintsfrom
nearby homes. The complaints stoppedafter installa-
lionof tfsri 15-foothigh PLYWALL baster
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cost less than competitive materials.
Contractors also report that the flex-

ibility of the wood system permits
adjustment of wall and pole alignment
an inch or two in difficult terrain to
insure a snug fit, unlike concrete or steel

CLAY WARNER
~-.. REPRESENTATIVE

.4,

- . , EVERGREENWALL SYSTEMS, N.A.’~ ~

/ 6069OAKBROOK PARKWAY ~
NORCROSS, GEORGIA 30093,

TEL 770-840-7060 ~ ,‘j~’~
FAX 770-840-7069

.~,. .~ ,, 2
- ~ .,~

THE NATURAL ALTERNATIVE

which require precision engineering
Most state and local tegulations call

for noise walls to be built so the diffrac-
tion of noise will achieve a reduction of
10 decibels (1 OdBA) or more.

For more information contact:
Southern Pine Council,

P0 Box 641700
Kenner LA 70064

Phone (504 443 4464) or
fax (504 443 6612.) I

EVERGREEN ® ________ ~
~

‘.4 ‘

- .)~,‘ ..4~~.,
-4’ ‘.~4, ~“.
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Qj~p’ which appears on pages 8-
10 of this issue.

Rudy won his first wings with his
article on ~

QL~y~temAlong a ~
f~y,~y’ which appeared in the
March/April 1994 Issue No. 12 of The
Journal.

In this issue, Rudy’s Q~Iofl.articIe
will hopefully motivate other experts of
Rudy’s caliber to openly express their
thoughts and opinions on various other
aspects of the noise abatement enve-
lope for the greater edification of our

Rudy Hendriks
readers. Often, more is learned about a
subject in informal discussions than
from formal presentations.

Congratulations, Rudy. Maybe we
can put together a full squadron of Aces
to follow in your prop wash. I

The baron of Sacramento has done it
again! Rudy Hendriks has earned his
second AcousticAce Award from TWJ
for his Shakespeare-inspired article “To
Absorb or Not to Absorb —. That is the

4~CARSONITE LeacJA’ig TheWayThrough Innovation Presents -

A SQU~D SQLAJTITIQNTM
The Carsonite Sound Barrier System (SBS), made from a
glass reinforced composite filled with recycled tire crumb offers
a complete solution to your environmental problems. By
reducing both noise and waste materials Carsonite becomes
an environmentally sound solution.

* STRUCTURE MOUNTED * EASILY INSTALLED

* UTILIZES SCRAP TIRES * GRAFFITI RESISTANT

Meets and exceeds the guidelines set for sound
transmission coeffident, noise reduction, and wind

load requirements by AASHTO and State Departments.

Photo features one of Carsonites newest completed projects in
Las Vegas, Nevada on -15 southbound at the Sahara Blvd. exit.

FOR MORE H~JFORMATIONCALL
1-800-648-7916

© 1995 CarsonteInternational All tbghts Reserved

CARSONITE
INTERNATIONAL

10 Bob Gifford Blvd P0 Box98~Early Branch Sc 29916-0098
FAX (803) 943-3375

30-TWJO1 -96
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The Compleat Scientific Observer—

AMan WhoKnew His OwnMind

neurial venture into the construction
industry.

A friend of mine had invited me to
accompany him to visit his son at M.I.T.
We drove north across the Massachusetts
Avenue bridge, turned west on Memorial
Drive and parked in front of his son’s dor-
mitory.

I can still clearly recall it as being a
beautiful June day, and across Memorial
Drive, the Charles River was alive with
sailboats and a number of Harvard crews
silently and swiftly propelling their shells
in trial racing heats. Ah, how wonderful it
was to be alive on such a day as this.

We strode across the immaculate yard
in the shade of the towering oaks, and
entered the common room of the dormi-
tory, where my friend’s son sat talking
with an older man. He leaped to his feet
and rushed to greet us, smiling broadly as
introductions were made.

It developed that the older man was
the son’s favorite professor (Thaddeus
Putnam, as we shall call him), and that
the professor’s standout course was Sci-
entific Observation, and that the son’s
father’s specialty was Value Engineering,

The Worldwi
in Sou,

With more than 50 years of proven performance in the manufac-
ture of products for building construction and highway traffic
noise abatement, DURISOL has been established as a world leader
of quality construction systems at competitive prices. Our clients
are serviced from manufacturing plants in the 14 countries listed at right.

Manufacturing licenses are available in selected geographic
locations. We cooperate in materials research, process tech-
nologies, product and application development, design and
engineering, and international marketing and sales.

Phone, fax or write for full details.
World Headquarters

DIJRISOL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
95 Frid Street, Hamilton, Ontario L8P 4M3, Canada

Tel. 905-521-0999 • Fax 905-521-8658

and that the son had arranged for the pro-
fessor and his father to meet this day, to
discuss mutual interests.

All of this seemed tome to be a bit too
disingenuous, and more likely some sort
of ploy to toady favor with the professor.
But, as events proved me wrong, the pro-
fessor and my friend soon became quite
animated in their conversation, having
found symbiosis in their mutual pursuits.

By this time, we had adjourned to the
son’s dormitory room, which was quite
spacious and where the boy had prepared
refreshments of various kinds. Also, the
professor and the engineer had taken to
clapping each other on the back at high
points in their discussion, and occasion-
ally shouted “AHA” or “Eureka” or some-
thing like that. The boy was developing a
dreamy look in his eyes, apparently
already in anticipation of receiving a high
grade in the professor’s course.

Amidst all the exultation, I was able to
join in some of the discussion on value
engineering, since I had designed and
constructed several movable office parti-
tion systems myself, some of which I had
sold to M.I.T. Value engineering was very
much a part of the design, since cost was
always a consideration in construction.

However, I wanted to learn more
about Scientific Observation, and I asked
the professor for an example.

Professor (Putnam) stood up, put his
chin in his hand, looked down at the
floor, then walked to the window (we
were now on the second floor). He
looked out at the boats on the Charles
River for a while, then down at the traffic
on the Memorial Drive.

Finally, he turned and called me to the
window. He pointed down to the Drive
and said, “Do you see that car parked at
the end of the walk?’

There was a four-door, blue Buick
parked at the curb. I told him I saw it.

The professor said, “What color is it?”
“Blue,” I said.
“Not quite,” said the professor. “The

scientific observation of the color of the
car is: This side of the car is blue.” I

I ask you, “Is that clear thinking or
what?”

Your Obedient Servant,
Your Editor

Thaddeus I. Putnam, Esq., PhD.

A most memorable man was this aged
professor, whom we shall call Thad-

deus I. Putnam, to protect his true iden-
tity and preserve the mystique of his
incredible capability for absolutely clear
thinking.

I first met the professor in the early Six-
ties, when I lived in the Boston area and
had just embarked on my first entrepre-

a
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“7i~e1./me./~ascome,“1i6’e a afrus sa1o~“Jo laif o/maz~y/./i~ys.”

No, Alice, heis not talking about sealing
wax arid that otherstuff in Wonderland.He’s

talking aboutthereal world of TWJ-Land. In
case you’ve forgottenwhathesaid in Issue
No. 13 way backin May/June1994, I’ll reprint
it below,but this time, thewalruswould like
to seealittle moreaction,if you please.

Get involved, folks. This is your communication medium. And (if you’re govern-
ment) you get it free! What we’re trying to do here is to put together a compendium of
the knowledge of the acoustical impact of transportation on the environment and the
ways in which we can ameliorate that impact. You are the prime actors in this play; this
is what you do every day. But, Bill or Sally over in West Overshoe doesn’t have your
experience, although they lace the same environmental problems you work with (and
mosttimes solve) every day.

The Walrus says: “Is there a community of people out there which will embrace,
support and make a contribution of experience and knowledge? If so, it is time to stand
up and be heard”. Your work and experience are important to all of us. Get it published.
Right here and now. You must have a project that has something about it that bears
telling. Let us in on it. I wish all of you could attend some of our Al F04 Committee
meetings. Everybody has something to say there. The stories fly thick and fast. What we
are trying to do with The Journal is to provide that kind of access to information and
experience, which you can use in your career. But we can’t do it without your help.
We need more input.

Now, why don’t you sit down right now and call the old Walrus and find out how
we can get you published. I’m at 941 369-01 78. I’ll leave the light on. I
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For monowafi video, engineeringdrawings and recap of Features and Benefits:
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No, this is not the
Editor’s Corner, nor
am I lost in the
pages of my own
publication. But, if
you have read the
Reader Subscrip-

;tion box above,
you will notice that the price of a sub-
scription has risen slightly. I figured that
I ought to spin around in my chair and
face the readers myself. When we
started this venture in 1993, we were
printing issues of four, eight and 12
pages, and figured $1 7.95 was O.K.
But we are now up to 24 and 28 pages,
and the increased costs of printing and
mailing are simply not being covered.
We considered raising the price to
$19.95, but that makes us sound like
cheap retailers. So we rounded it off to
$20.00. Anyway, you can’t even buy
penny candy for a nickel any more.

Also, our Ad Rate Schedule is dated
May, 1993. (Hmmmm ) I

Structure Mounted
NoiseWalls

• The problem-solving
design solution for
transportation officials
and communities.

• Light weight barriers
facilitate unprece-
dented convenience
and time efficiency.

• Integral safety rigging
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trdsboro, PA 19508 Phone: (215) 385-6797 FAX: (215) 385-7524

Reader Registration
For Federal,Stateand Local Government Officials,

GovernmentAssociations,Universitiesand Libraries
Only you are entitled to a free subscription to The Wall Journal.

Just provide us with a subscription request on your letterhead and mail it to:

The Walt Journal, P.O. Box 1389, Lehigh Acres, FL 33970-1389
Please don’t telephone it to us. If you have already registered, just ignore this —

you are safely in our database and will continue to receive The Journal..

Reader Subscription
For U.S. Consultants,Contractors, Manufacturers,

EquipmentVendorsandOthersin the Private Sector

BACK ISSUES
Issues# 1 thru # 20

areavailableat
a cost of $3.00 each

to cover postage
and handling —

this applies to both
public and private

sectors

Keep your files
up to date for a

unique chronology
of the events and
workings of other

professionals in the
field of transportation

related
environmental

issues

Please~ begin! ~ renew my subscriptionto The Wall Journal.
Subscriptions are for a one-year period (six bi-monthly issues)

Single Copy Subscription (USA) l~1 Year, $20.00
Corporate Subscription (5 copies each issue, one address) 11 1 Year, $56.00

Please order your subscription on your letterhead,
enclose your check for the appropriate amount, and mail to:

The Wall Journal, P.O. Box 1389, Lehigh Acres, FL 33970-1 389
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* The FHWA ‘s new Traffic Noise Model (TNM) software, to be ~ Don’t lose valuable time trying to learn the many
phased in over the coming year, will be the required method for features of this complicated software on your own.
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~ More importantly, learn the best work flow - how to
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Noise Modeling” course: with over 40 years combined experience in traffic noise

“My high expectations were all exceeded” Thomas Wholley, VHB, Inc. lysis and teaching.
ana

“Put together extremely well.” Rob Kolmansberger, Skelly & Loy, Inc.
“Excellent course, very knowledgeable presenters” Don Good, Fiander. w Learn with the best. We’ve trained hundreds of

Good engineers & analysts across the U.S., Canada and abroad,

* Four course dates to choose from, all in Nashville, TN:
July 15-19 & 22-26, 1996 August 5-9 & 12-16, 1996

There is a huge demand for training in this entirely new way of working.
Space is limited -- these courses will fill quickly. Reservesoon.

Call us at Bowlby & Associates, Inc., Two Maryland Farms, Suite 130, Brentwood, Tennessee 37027
Phone: 1615) 661-5838. Fax: 16151 661-5918, e-mail: bowlby@vuse.vanderbilt.edu, wayson@pegasus.ucf.edu
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